1. Introduction. The terms locally convex algebra, locally w-convex algebra, and Q-algebra are defined in [5] . Various cross-norms on the tensor product of Banach spaces are defined in [6] . The inductive and projective tensor products of locally convex spaces are defined in [4] .
Gelbaum [l] , [2] and Tomiyama [8] have remarked that the tensor product of two Banach algebras completed with respect to the greatest cross-norm is again a Banach algebra. When a Banach algebra is obtained by completing the tensor product of two commutative Banach algebras with respect to a cross-norm, these authors have given sufficient conditions under which its space of nonzero multiplicative functionals with relative weak* topology can be characterized as the topological direct product of the corresponding spaces associated with the two factors. Gil de Lamadrid [3] has announced the extension of this result to the noncommutative case. In [7] , various necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the characterization of Gelbaum and Tomiyama to hold.
Lemmas 1 and 2 of this paper show that if a locally convex algebra is the completion, in a topology not stronger than the inductive topology, of the tensor product of two locally convex algebras, then there is a canonical continuous one-to-one mapping of its space of nonzero continuous multiplicative linear functionals, with the weak topology induced by the algebra, into the topological direct product of the corresponding spaces associated with the two factors. If this mapping is open, it provides a characterization of the space of nonzero continuous multiplicative functionals associated with the completed tensor product algebra. Theorem 1 shows that if the completed tensor product is a locally w-convex Q-algebra, then the mapping is open. Since every Banach algebra is a locally w-convex Q-algebra, this theorem generalizes the discussion of such characterizations given in [1] , [3] , [7] , [8] .
Theorem 2 shows the complete projective tensor product of locally w-convex algebras to be locally w-convex, while Theorem 3 states that if the two algebras are also complete commutative Q-algebras then the complete projective tensor product inherits these properties. Since the complete projective tensor product of locally convex spaces corresponds to the completion of the tensor product of Banach spaces 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use with the greatest cross-norm, Theorems 2 and 3 are analogous to the result that such a product of Banach algebras is again one.
Theorem 4 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for semisimplicity of the complete projective tensor product of semisimple complete commutative locally rai-convex (J-algebras. It generalizes a result for Banach algebras given in [7] .
It is of interest to note that the arguments used to obtain Theorems 1 and 3 are quite different from those employed to obtain the corresponding results for Banach algebras. In particular the assumption of commutativity plays an essential role in the proof of Theorem 3, and the problem of extending the theorem to the noncommutative case remains open, while the analogous result for Banach algebras does not depend on commutativity.
Theorem 3 provides a method for constructing new complete commutative locally ?ra-convex Q-algebras from old ones. An example is given at the end of the paper.
2. Notation and remarks. We follow the notation and terminology of [5] for spectrum, S^(x), and spectral radius, <r^(x), of an element x in the algebra A. If A is a locally convex space, A' is the dual with the weak A topology. If A is also an algebra, MiA) is the set of nonzero multiplicative functionals in A' with the relative topology. Remark 1. A locally convex algebra A is a Q-algebra iff oa(x) is continuous at zero.
Proof. Elementary from Proposition 13.5 of [5] . Remark 2. If A is a complete locally raz-convex algebra, then *a(x) fcsnp{|/(*)| :fEMiA)} Proof. If A is commutative the equality holds (Corollary 5.6 of [5] ). Every commutative subalgebra of a complete locally raz-convex algebra A is contained in a maximal commutative subalgebra B, which is closed and hence complete. If xEB, then obviously 2a(#) = 2B(x) and hence o\i(x) =o\b(x). But MiA) C-M(P) in the sense that the restriction of an element of 717(^4) is in MiB); hence the inequality.
Remark 3. A complete commutative locally »w-convex algebra, A, is semisimple iff A' is the closed linear hull of MiA). Proof. A is semisimple iff mid) =0 for all mEMiA) implies o = 0 (Corollary 5.5 of [5] ). Suppose A' is the closed linear hull of MiA). 3. Tensor products of locally convex algebras. Lemma 1. Let A3be a locally convex algebra which is the completion of the tensor product, Ai®A2, of two locally convex algebras in a topology not stronger than the inductive topology. Then each m3£.M(A3) is a continuous extension of mi®m2 where miGM(Ai) and m2(E.M(A2). Conversely, every such mi®m2 which has a continuous extension to A3 is in M(A3).
Proof. The last assertion is immediate, for mi®m2 is multiplicative on Ai®A2 and since multiplication is (separately) continuous in the completion, A3, a continuous extension must also be multiplicative. Suppose m3 is a continuous nonzero multiplicative functional on A3. Since m3 cannot vanish identically on Ai®A2, there is ai®a2 with m3(ai®a2) not zero, and m3(a\®a%) = [m3(ai®a2)]3y^0.
Letting rm be defined by
where a,-, &,-, c^Aj, i = l, 2; we have
By a similar calculation m2 is multiplicative. Suppose m3(di®d2) 5^0. Then an easy computation, using similar manipulations, yields 33 33 33 33
so mi is well defined. A corresponding identity shows m2 to be well defined also. Now, by definition, mi®m2(bi®b2) = mi(bi)m2(b2). By the preceding remark we can choose fli in the definition of mi and m2 to be bi unless m3(bi®a2) =0 for all a2(EA2. But in that case, miibi) = m3ibi ® a2)raz3(ai ® a2)/m3iai ® a2) = 0 so m^ibi ® b2) = 0 = miibi)m2ib2) = mx ® m2if>i ® b2).
Otherwise, choosing ai = 6i, we get mzibi ® o2) msih ® b2a2)
ms{b\ ® a\) mtib\ ® ai)
By linearity and continuity of m3 we have m3 a continuous extension of mi®m2. By hypothesis, the topology of A3 is not stronger than the inductive topology on ^4i®^42-By definition of the inductive topology, m3ibi®b2) is separately continuous in bi and b2, which is to say that the rati and m2 defined above are continuous on Ai and A2.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1 the mappings from MiA3) to M(.4i) and MiA2) defined in the proof of Lemma 1, are continuous.
Proof. We prove only that the mapping from MiA3) to MiAi) is continuous. In the proof of Lemma 1, mi was defined as a function of m3 by an equation equivalent to miibi) = m3ibi ® a2)m3iai ® a2)/m3iai ® a2).
This can be written dually as
By definition of the weak topology, elementary theorems on continuity of combinations of complex valued functions and the fact that for each m% we can choose ai®a2 so that, on a neighborhood of m3, m3iai®a2) is bounded from zero, we have the composite function biimiim3)) continuous in m3 for each bi in Ai. The topology of M(.4i) is precisely the weak topology induced by the family of functions biimi). The inverse images of open sets of complex numbers under these functions form a subbase for this topology. By continuity of the composite function, the inverse images of this subbase in MiA3) must be open. Thus the mapping from ML43) to MiAi) is continuous.
Theorem
1. Let A3be a locally m-convex Q-algebra which is the completion, in a topology not stronger than the inductive topology, of the tensor product ^4i®^42 of two locally convex algebras. Then MiA3) is canonically homeomorphic to the subset of MiAi)XMiA2) consisting of elements (wi, m2) such that mi®m2 has a continuous extension to A3. Proof. An algebra is locally raz-convex iff its topology is defined by a family of seminorms which are submultiplicative, i.e. which satisfy the multiplicative inequality for Banach algebra norms. Choosing such a family in each factor, repetition of the argument of Lemma 2 in [9] shows that the corresponding family of seminorms generating the topology of the projective tensor product (constructed in Proposition 2 of [4] ) will also be submultiplicative.
The completion is clearly also locally »ra-convex.
Corollary
1. If A% is the complete projective tensor product of two locally m-convex algebras Ai and A2 and if A3 is also a Q-algebra, then MiA%) is canonically homeomorphic to MiAi)XMiA2).
Proof. Theorems 1 and 2 and §1, no. 2 of [4] . Proof. By Remark 3, A3 is semisimple iff the closed linear hull of MiA3) is A3. Let/ be an element of Ai. If A3 is semisimple there is, for every e>0 and every finite set {x,} of elements of A3, a finite combination of elements of MiA3) approximating/within e on the set {x,}. By Corollary 2, each element of MiA3) is in the extension to A3 of Ai ® Ai and this set is a linear space. Thus each neighborhood of / in Ai contains a member of A{ ® Ai.
Conversely, suppose Ai is the closure of Ai ® Ai. For any xj^O in A3, there is/in Ai such that/(x) 9^0. By hypothesis then, there are fi'mAi and/2in^2' such that /i®/2(x) =/i(l®/2(x)) =/2(/i<g>l(x))^0. Since Ai is semisimple, there is mi in MiAi) such that »*i(l ®/2(x)) = razi<g>/2(x)=/2(raii<g>l(x))^0. Since A2 is semisimple, there is then m2 in MiA2) such that »z2(?rai®l(x)) =mi®m2ix)^0. Thus A3 is semisimple.
As an application of these theorems, one might consider L}DiG) the completion of the algebra of functions from a locally compact Abelian group, G, to the indefinitely differentiable functions of compact support, D, with the usual topology, which are absolutely summable.
(See [4, A complex number which is not a nonpositive real number has a unique square root in the right half-plane. In this paper, we obtain an extension of this observation to general (complex) Banach algebras.
Since the elements we study are regular, and have logarithms, the existence of square roots is not at stake. Even the existence of roots having the desired spectral properties is evident. The uniqueness result we suppose to be new. It subsumes a somewhat weakened version of the classical result for positive, hermitian, bounded operators on a Hilbert space (that such an operator has a unique positive hermitian and bounded square root): our theorem would apply only to the positive definite (regular) case.
Whether the results of this paper can be extended to the case of not necessarily regular elements of a Banach algebra, we do not at present know.
Definition. A subset A of the complex field will be called positive if xG^4 implies x>0; A is weakly positive if xG^4 implies 9t(x)>0.
Let 2 denote the complement, in the complex plane, of the nonpositive real numbers.
Theorem. Let 93 be a Banach algebra, and b an element of 93 with spectrum Sp(&) contained in 2. Then there exists in SB a unique square root ofb with weakly positive spectrum. IfSp(b) is real (hence positive), so is Sp^1'2).
Proof. Existence:
We assume first that 93 has an identity ele-
